pure and refined Sundanese is to be found in the area of Priangan, that is, in the regencies of Ciamis, Tasik-ntalaya, Garut, Bandung Suntedang Suknbumi and Cianjur. Even now, the Cianjur dialect is still considered the most refined Sundanese. From Cianjur also came the songs for lute and Jlute refened to as Cianjuran Considered less reftned is the Sundanese near the north coast of lava, for example, that spoken in Banten, Karawang, Bogor and Cirebon.
[Furthermore,l The language of the Baduy, which is spoken in south Banten, is archaic Sundanese." (Harsojo 1983: 3ffi-301) The Baduy have lived in the mountains at the extreme western end of Java, in south Banten, apart from Islamic and Western influences with which most Sundanese people have interacted for centuries. They have resisted cultural change. They did not convert to Islam. One story has it that their ancestors, defeated warriors of the pre-Islamic Kingdom of Pajajaran, fled there after a defeat in battle by the Islamic kingdom of Banten in late 15th or early 16th Century, but this has now been shown to be a romanticized view.a
In modern times, the psychological impact of meeting some Baduy has been recorded by Sundanese literary scholar, Ajip Rosidi. He noted their social characteristics, including their language, which may be similar to those of pre-contact Sundanese people. Rosidi writes:
'I have never done a formal study, but on meeting several Baduy, I noted no unique physical characteristics. There were, however, striking contrasts to other Sundanese. Immediately evident were features developed in response to their environment, to nature and as a result of their education -in short, culture traits: distinctive black or dark blue clothing, the ancient head scarf, behavior so full of self-confidence [as opposed to malu'shyness'], and 4) the language, which does not symbolize relative social levels of speaker and addressee." (Rosidi 1980: 128) Speculation as to how speech levels came to play a part of Sundanese has yielded various explanations. The following appears to be the most credible, given geographical factors:
"Aside from an emotional, literary evaluation, the existence of the distinction between refined and less refined, and pure and less pure Sundanese may perhaps be explained from the point of view of Sundanese history: Priangan, for example, was known to have been culturally inJluenced by the Islamic pavanesel Kingdom of Matarant. In the 19th century, there were fantilial and cultural relations between Sundanese nobility, specificalty in area of Suntedang, with [Javanese] nobili4' in Solo and Yogtakarta. In addition, it is possible that the psychological clinnte and environment exerted an inJluence upon certain aspects of language." (l{arsojo 1983: 301) Sumeciang's location in easternmost West Java, along with Ciamis, Tasik-malaya, and Garut, close to what is today Central Java, gives credence to this theory.
On the micro-level, historically, reports Soedradjat:
"The higher speech level was employed among members of the regents' [:chief district administratorsl families. In fact, only upper class people, descendants of the royal families, knew the speech level system. Speech levels were formally taught in [Dutch] schools only in the early 20th century. Speech levels thus became a part of the life of educated Sundanese people (Rosidi 1980) . ' (Soedradjat 1986: 108) Indonesian independence in \949 exerted new influences on language development. According to Soedradjat:
a Prof. Noorduyn has called my attention to the challenging of this interpretation by Bakels (1e8e).
"The use of speech levels has changed over time in such a way that some levels are now used differently from the way they were used very much earlier. Some of these levels [i.e., Medium and Very high levelsl are rarely used nowadays. Only in the wayang [i.e., puppet drama] performance is the high level now used [in the way that it was used socially in the past]. In the past, the high level was used to show respect to the menak'aristocrats'. Nowadays, however, the distinction in class based on blood is not significant, and therefore the high level [i.e., L] is used to any addressee whom a speaker thinks should be given respect." (Soedradjat 1986: 108) Variant terminological systems and models of speech level use exist. Of these, Satjadibrata's (1956) seems to be the standard formulation, because Noorduyn, Wessing and Soedradjat rely heavily on it. In it, two levels constitute the frame: Kasar (K)'low level'or'general conversational speech'and Lemes (L)'high level' or 'speech in which polite (i.e., Lemes) vocabulary is used'. Choice of vocabulary is, however, not the only aspect of the Lemes style.
"ln the Lemes level, the manner of speaking plays an important role. Even if the vocabulary is perfect, if the speed and loudness are not proper, the speaker may be regarded as not respecting the addressee." (Soedradjat 1986: 112) .
People are said to be 'speaking Lemes' or 'speaking Kasar' according to the overall impression the listener derives from the utterances s/he hears. Socially, use of speech levels is one aspect of politeness, which ranges from Lemes refined, in accordance with customary law' to Kasar'lacking refinement'. The Kasar-Lemes scale is a theme underlying many aspects of Sundanese culture: deportment, dress, body movement, etc.
Finer distinctions are possible, though their use is very infrequent: Lemes Hsan (LP) 'very polite', Panengah (P)'rather polite', and Kasar Pisan (KP) 'crude,, earthy'.
Social determinants of speech level use
The social relationships of interlocuters influence selection of speech level. Social relationship is a function of the relative statuses of interlocuters in a conversation. Some of these statuses may be seen in an overview of Sundanese society. Harsojo writes:
"Economiqs, political ideology, modernity, governmental administra-tion, communications, education have created an upper stratunl, consisting of village administrators, teachers, information specialists, office workers, students, armed forces personnel, merchants and entrepeneurs, all possessing an outward-looking orientation. On the other hand, there is a lower stratunr, consisting of a great number of farmers, most of whom still illiterate, whose life style remains lraditional. People on the upper stratum possess economic skills based on thc principle of seeking profit. They have connections with middle-men and large merchants in cities. All economic power of the village may be said to be centered in the upper stratum. Generally, the bond between upper and lower classes takes the form of debt or contracts not beneficial to the lower stratum, whose economy is weak. ..." (Harsojo 1983: 305) Surjadi has also provided a description of Sundanese social structure in the context of modernization: "H. Geertz ( l6-18) conncctcd means of livelihood with social system. In cities she proposed a social composition consisting of "an urban elite, an urban middle class and an urban proletaiat." T-be urban e/ire consists of the diplomatic community, businessmen, and communities of foreign Asian businessmen: Chinese, Arabs and Indians. Next, nan
Indonesian metropolitan superculture" is forming itself by cultivating symbols such as higher education, ability to speak foreign languages, overseas experience and possession of western produced luxury goods such as automobiles.
Tl.e urban middle c/css consists of mid-level civil servants and other officials such as health officers, teachers and mid-level armed forces personnel. It also includes groups of skilled laborers: tailors, stone masons, blacksmiths, merchants, electricians, drivers, mechanics of motorized vehicles, etc.
Finally, the urban proletaiat consists of laborers, messengers or household servants, peddlers, pedicab drivers, etc. They are generally unskilled and illiterate.
As for the village,... [Geertz] only wrote "most villages are fairly homo-geneous both in economic condition and in general outlook." With regard to the composition or even the social strata in cities, as proposed above, the major part is valid for cities in West Java, cspecially Bandung. ... In Bandung the diplomatic community is very small, among which are British citizens at the British Council, and the community of foreign businessmen, indeed exists, e.g., the Japanese.
Nowadays, the senice sector, especially the field of entertainment, is developing in large cities such as Bandung, with the birth of night clubs and bars. Another fast growing area is transportation. Tlte number of intercity vehicles in West Java, and also those within the city of Bandung itself, with the existence of new routes for motorrycle taxis, honda taxis, etc., is developing very rapidly. ... The result of this development for the labor sector is an increase of drivers, conductors, and also passenger agents." (Surjadi 1974:.22-24) Interlocuters' social relationship affects choice of terms to address and refer to each other. The frame of reference within which this choice takes place is 'familiality', or kekeluaryaan in Indonesian. Surjadi illustrates this principle.
"In everyday social interaction, Sundanese people, on meeting a person for the first time, after revealing their panca kaki'genealogy' and finding no family relationship whatsoever, then determine each other's positions according to age. So the younger calls the elder aknng 'elder brother' leuceu'elder sister']. In return the elder addresses the young-er as ayiladi 'younger brother[/sister]'. The term of address nnng, 'uncle', besides its family reference, is also frequently used for a non-family relationship, i.e, a person with whom one is not acquainted, but whose status is lower, eg. pedicab or ox cart drivers, and so forth." (Surjadi 1974: 134) Furthermore, interlocuters' social relationship also affects their choice of lexical terms which in any wav refer to themselves, each other, or any other person(s) they happen to refer to (eg. my, your or hislher house). Figure 1 is a summary of norms for choice of speech level. This arrangement shows that social relatiortship is the basis of the system. STRANGERS, at one end of the scale (1.), are presumed to speak Lemes with each other, while intimate FRIENDS, at the other end (6.), always speak Kasar.
The people Satjadibrata mentions in 7. do not seem to be active participants in the speech level system, and we are not told anything more about their ability in this area.
All others are governed by interlocuters' social relationship, that is, their relative statuses. Only when interlocuters'statuses are equal does acquaintance (4a.) and relative age (4b1,2) exert an influence on choice of speech level.' ) People referred to in 7 do not seem to be are not told anything more about their ability in active participants in the speech level system. We use of speech levels. A sub-class of Type III terms, including adi'younger sibling', anak'child', and bapa 'father', make the distinction between Kasar and Lemes by prepositioning the particfe pun. Prepositioned pun makes the expression Lemes; pun anak 'my child', pwr bapa 'my father', both of which are Polite humble words (Lh).
Typ. IV variables, because not used for address, and first, second or third person reference, have only a Lemes and a Kasar term. Interlocuters can show respect to each other by choosing neutralpolite (LE) terms, which can be adjectives, adverbs, nouns, verbs, conjunctions and augmentatives (prscn 'very').
Mention of speakers' ways of referring to themselves are rather scattered in pre-vious treatments. Item 8 in Figure 1 covers one particular case. Satjadibrata does not mention self-reference for STRANGERS. Presumably they should use Lemes to refer to themselves, but I have observed that STRANGERS make very few references to themselves, each other, or, for that matter, to third persons. Furthermore, other contingencies for self-reference are left unaccounted for by Satjadibrata. How, for example, does a speaker refer to himself/herself when the addressee is neither an intimate friend, nor someone to whom one speaks in the Lemes style? We are not told.
In conclusion, by observing norms for use of speech levels, social meanings are transmitted. Kasar style can not only express awareness of an addressee's lower status, or lack of respect, but, in the right circumstances, solidarity.
Speech level use in discourse: A text-based study
Sixty texts were elicited from a total of eight different people over a period of two months. Five people were language instructors in Indonesian and Sundanese at a language school in Bandung. One was a university graduate in Economics, presently employed in the Department of Taxation in Jakarta. The other four were high school graduates. The remaining three people were village people: two women working as household helpers and a man working as a warehouseman.
The reason for using elicited texts (rather than constructed texts, or inter-views) is that interviewing and constructing texts taps interlocuters' explicit knowledge (of speech levels, in this case). Elicitating texts taps interlocuters' tacit knowledge, so that they will be able to judge "what sounds appropriate" in a particular situation, even though they may not be able to tell why it is.
In elicitation sessions, I described situations in which a speech event might take place and participants assumed various participant roles. Speech event enactments were tape-recorded and immediately replayed to the actors and other Sundanese-speaking onlookers, as a check on their authenticity. If a performance as a whole, or any interlocuter's performance was deemed inauthentic, the performance was repeated (several times, on occasion) until interlocuters and onlookers were satisfied. Recordings were archived and are the basis for this study.
Speech level terms in texts were identitled according to Satjadibrata's (1956) listing and tagged by type: Lemes Pisan, Lemes, Panengalt, Kasar (only if other choices were possible, being that Kasar is unmarked) and Kasar pisan.T For a broad overview, frequencies of occurrence of speech level terms were tabulated. Numeric values were assigned to each level to create an impression-istic politeness scale: Lemes Hsan(+2), Lemes(*l), Panengah(+0.5), Kasar(O) and Kasar Pisart(-l). An average of values for each dyad (i.e. a pair of interlocuters) and for each individual was calculated for all texts using the following formula:
Where This array of Dyad averages represents a gkrbal view of speech level use by dyad and by interlocuter across texts.
Results
There were five kinds of dyads: STRANGERS, ACQUAINTANCES, CO-WOR-KERS, FRIENDS and FAMILY members). Averages for each type of dyad were sorted and arrayed in descending order. The ranges of Dyad averages for the various degrees of acquaintance clf interlocuters appear in Table 1 . Table 1 shows the upper bounds as similar while the lower bounds are variable. The lower bounds of each range distinguish them from each another. One initially confusing fact is the similarity of upper bounds (i.e., 1.00-1.17). The reason for this similarity appears to be that in every group, there is a wide variability in the use of speech levels and it will be necessary to investigate further to discover that the reasons for this variablity. Some cases of STRANGERS using Kasar appeared after they had been introduced, and were therefore strictly no longer STRANGERS, but ACQUAINTANCES. Furthermore, the great majority of these 23 seemingly misplaced Kasar terms in STRANGER dyads were Typ. IY Kasar variants replacing Neutral Polite terms, which, I believe signal a general relaxation of formality.
In conclusion, texts for STRANGERS, then, are by and large accounted for by Satjadibrata's model.
Acquaintances and co-workers
ACQUAINTANCES and CO-WORKERS overwhelmingly use Lemes style to interact with each other.
Though the ranges of averages for ACQUAINTANCE and STRANGER dyads overlap, the difference between overall averages for STRANGER and ACQUAINTANCE dyads is statistically significant. It follows that the overall average for CO-WORKER dyads is also statistically different from that for STRANGER dyads.
Since the overall average for ACQUAINTANCE and CO-WORKER dyads are the same, these two types have were treated as a single category, though identities of individual dyads were retained.
ACQLJAINTANCES and CO-WORKERS use Lemes style frequently among themselves. But, they use Kasar terms more frequently than STRANGERS. The majority of Kssar terms used (640/o) are chosen in preference to Neutral Polite (Typ" IV) words, indicating a gradual relaxation of formality in those social situations.
The other 36Vo consist of Kasar chosen instead of Polite respect or Polite humble terms. This means that interlocuters intend to signal their perceptions of their own, addressees', and referents' relative social statuses (Same Status). If we focus on Kasar terms replacing Polite respect and Polite Humble terms, we have a clear indication of the social meanings being exchanged.
Two patterns emerge. Pattern 1: One of the interlocuters produces no Kasar< Polite respect/humble terms while the other speaker produces 1 to 15, the average being 2.7. Pattern 2, both interlocuters produce 1 or more Kasar<Polite respect/humble terms. To interpret these patterns, texts were examined for the social values showing respect and/or humbling oneself.
In text 48, two women friends, A & B, converse in Kasar style, in accordance with the received model (Ref. Fig.1-4a) .
In Scene 2 of the same conversation, C, A' nephew, enters and politely "speaks p" to A's friend. A's friend, as expected, "speaks down" to C (Ref . Fig.1 I.
When repeating a co-speaker's utterance in a clarifuing or challenging speech act, repeat the exact words. Do not change speaking style, regardless of social relationship.
As the conversation proceeds, yet again, B uses Lemes style (line 23), counter to stated norms, this time to express thanks for C's infbrmation. Neither A's relationshrp with B, nor B's with C warrants Lemes style. The act of thanking someone seems intrinsically Lemes. Speakers know the following:
IL
LJse Lemes style to express "thanks", regardless of any other style being used.
Soedradjat feels that nulrur, and hatur nuluut are not so different in politeness. Perhaps these days this so-called exception is really not such an exception.
In conclusion, ACQLJAINTANCES B and C in Text 48, excluding exceptions, conform perfectly to Satjadibrata's norms (0'00 and 1.00, respectively)' A similai phenomenon occurs among CO-WORKERS. In Text 44, Scene 1, two male CO-WORKERS (C ancl D), slightly different in age, converse in an office. The first topic is work, but it soon shifts to a second, D's son's school problems. The style ir Kasar, usual for well-acquainted persons of equal status (Ref. Fig.1'4a) In summary, references to D's son remain in Kasar style, as do Kasar< Neutral Polite terms, such as (e)nya 'yes, true'. The remainder of terms are Lemes of various types (Ref. Fig.2 ). Thus, in addition to the use of Lemes style for "cushioning bad news", where both speakers are males, a further factor is stirred into the mix which further refines the Lemes style in Text 44 Scene 2. This may be stated as follows:
IV. When male CO-WORKERS (perhaps also FRIENDS and AC-QUAINTANCES) are speaking and are joined by a woman, they should select Lemes style (or a more elevated degree of Lemes) in the woman's presence.
In another example, two co-workers, D, a 2S-year-old man, and W, a 27-year-old woman, discuss a matter in an office. For the D and W, the boss's presence is clearly a factor in the symbolic social meaning system. Closer inspection reveals a shifl in style due to W's indignation (lines 18 & 24) . She chooses a Kasar word, where she would normally select a Polite respect term, according to Satjadibrata.
The boss uses Neutral Polite (lines 76, 19 & 28) , Polite respect (line 19), and Polite humble (lines 22 & 27) . This is unexpected, given that C is W's and D's boss! It appears that C is trying to det-lect W's anger, atier she hears of C's impending two-day out-ot--town business trip. We are led to infer two more exceptions to stated norms, both relating to anger:
Use Kasar style to express anger in extreme circumstances, even to one's superior.
and, VI. Use Lemes style to deflect anger, regardless of relative statuses of interlocutors.
C leaves and W's anger increases. C and D converse in Kasar style tbllowing stated norms. But, when W refers to the boss's going awal, she should use Polite respect style (Ref. Fig.1 ), but uses Kasar (line 35: indit) instead. Of course, use of levels to vent anger is tacitly known by native-speakers. The point is that this knowledge does not appear in explicit statements of speech level norms. Readers or learners with no first-hand experience of Sundanese remain ignorant of what Spradley and McCurdy (1975) have referred to as "rules for breaking rules".
Friends & family
In contrasr to STRANGER, ACQUAINTANCE and CO-WORKER dyads, there is a much wider range of variability of speech level use among FRIENDS and FAMILY member dyads, no doubt because a wider range of emotions (intimacy to strict decorum) is possible among these groups. More interlocutor patterns of speech level use are balanced for FRIEND than for FAMILY member dyads.
An example of FRIENDS'communication is found in Text Scene 1. D is C's older friend. Both are males.
D wants to know about the yield from C's rice fields this year. C reports it has been a rather good year. D congratulates C1a. Though a conversation between male friends, the style is relatively formal tor this dyad, probably due to the fact that the topic is one which requires Lemes style to "cushion bad news. ( 15) fh. -ooO here is dictated by S's frustration and anger at being unemployed. This is symbolised by the profusion of Kasar terms.
Turning to FAMILY members, ranges of averages for FRIEND and FAMILY member dyads are identical. The similarity, however, stops there. Patterns of speech level use differ for FAMILY member and FRIEND dyads.
FAMILY member dyads provide a range of social relationships, across which to observe speech level use. One documented relationship emerges, however, which is symbolized by choice of the words budak, anak and murangkalih when referring to an adolescent. Satjadibrata shows budak and anak as either Kasar or Polite humble, depending on their use (Ref. Fig.Z, Type III ). An adult, however, would choose between budak or anak (:Kasar) and murangkalih (:Lemes) for a third person referent. Polite humble applies only to first-person reference.
In Text 26, Scene 1, a mother and father discuss their son's report card. The wife uses slightly more Lemes terms than the father, a disparity no doubt due to the fact that Indonesian wives tend to be younger than their husbands, hence, the value of respect is appropriate.
References Relationship alone cannot account for this switch in the midst of a dialogue where interlocutors are using Lemes style. A reasonable explanation is that mother is shifting to Kasar to show anger at her son's negligence (an enactment of Rute IV regarding anger).
Text 45 is an interaction between CO-WORKERS involving the same type of reference to one's own child, that is using a Kasar term to symbolize anxiety or unhappiness.
S is unhappy. Her successful daughter was chosen to go overseas to further her studies. A colleague catches S daydreaming and asks her what's wrong. S replies respectfully, but in a way reflecting pride in her daughter.
S:
Ieu pun anak ( Again, S shifts to a Kasar term to refer to her daughter'
Speaking in public
Finally, speaking in public highlights the relationship of speech levels to speech functions. Situational factors are constant: a restricted number of speakers' one speaker performs at a time, and an audience.
Tasks performed in Public are: 1) a village head's announcement of an upcoming public speech to be given in a local mosque after evening prayers' 2) a committee head's greeting and welcome to the audience, 3) a request for someone to read from the Qu'ran, 4) and introduction of the speaker at the afore-mentioned event, 5) the guest speaker's telling about himself, 6) response to the welcome, 7) retelling of humorous experiences in Indonesia, 8) telling of plans for the duration of this stay, 9) delivery of his main address, 10) compliment to those attending, and finally, 11) closing. The tasks are in rough chronological order, the latter ten constituting a maJor speech event.
The clata recall Satjadibrata's explanation of the use of Kasar for scholarly reading material. In general, Kasar vocabulary is fuller and broader than Lemes vocabJary. In the texts of these 11 tasks, Kasar terms are reserved for the visiting speaker's main acldress about personal health and hygiene. Kasal terms appear to ,L*. as a topic indicator for Jpeaking in public, as well. This phenomenon is not only limited to reading material. That is, use of Kasar terms means the material is relatively objective and non-personal.
Furthermore, our anilysis gives a clear picture of how an effective public speaker uses speech levels to prepare the audience for the main topic'
In tasks 1) and 2), the village and committee head rrse Lemes terms exclusively while making anouncements. The committee head uses Lemes terms exclusively in tasks 3) and 4), no doubt due to the fact that announcements are mostly concerned with the relationship between announcer and the villagers, and between the announcers, the villagers and the guest speaker, towards whom they show respect. Objective information is subordinate to the social relationships between speech event participants, or as Halliday might say, "interpersonal meaning" dominates "ideational meaning."
Text 36 illustrates this style. When the guest performs, he sprinkles a few Kasar terms throughout his selfintroduction (task 5), response to the welcome (task 6), sharing of experiences (task 7), telling about plans (task 8), telling something good about the area (task 10). and closing (task 11). Mostly, he uses Polite humble terms to refer to himself and his experiences.
This public style is seen in Text 37.1. The guest speaker opens with the fuabic blessing, "Peace and mercy and the blessing of God be with you" and continues... These additions constitute knowledge Sundanese speakers already have, which learners must acquire. It concerns not only "knowledge of'formal Lemes and Kasar paradigms, but also "knowledge how to" use these forms.
The first addition concerns a situation when one interlocutor repeats something another has just said.
I.
When repeating a co-speaker's utterance speech act, repeat the exact words. Do regardless of social relationship.
in a clarifuing or challenging not change speaking style,
We showed an older speaker of higher status repeating a term used by a younger speaker of lower status, that is repeating the Lemes term the younger speaker said. According to Satjadibrata, the Kasor equivalent would be required by the older speaker's status. The second addition is the speech act of thanking someone.
II.
Use Lemes style to express 'thanks' regardless of any other style being used.
An older, higher status speaker may thank a younger, lower status speaker with the Polite Hatur nuhutt. Thanking someone is intrinsically Lemes. The third addition concerns the situation when speaking with someone in Kasar style, i.e. a friend, close associate, etc. Switching into Lemes style helps cushion bad news. It protects that person's feelings. II I. When CO-WORKERS (perhaps also FRIENDS & ACQUAINTAN-CES) discuss a topic which constitutes a threat to any of their perosaan'feelings', they should select Lemes style to "cushion the bad news."
1,34 Ednund A. Anderson
The fourth addition concerns expected acknowledgement of a female's presence in mixed-sex conversational groups.
IV. When male CO-WORKERS (perhaps also FRIENDS and ACQUAINTANCES) are speaking and are joined by a woman, they should select Lemes style (or a more elevated degree of Lemes) in the woman's presence.
Among CO-WORKERS, when a third person having a relationship of CO-WORKER, FRIENDS or FAMILY member enters, that person has the potential to affect speech leveluse between the original two speakers, whereas STRANGERS and ACQUAINTANCES do not. The fifth addition concerns use of speech levels to express strong, negative emotions. Such displays among FRIENDS and FAMILY members are usually symbolized by use of Kasar references to the person on whom these feelings are focussed.
V.
The sixth addition involves use of speech levels as excuses to deflect expressions of negative emotion, an employee's anger at being paid late.
hedges, or qualifiers, or make as when a boss tries to placate VI. Use Lemes style to deflect anger, regardless of relative statuses of interlocutors.
The tinal addition related to speaking in public. Speakers will usually begin in Lemes style to establish a relationship with the audience (Halliday's "interpersonal metafunction"), then switch to Kusar style for the main address (Halliday's "ideational metatunction"), thus serving as a topic indicator. Finally, STRANGER, ACQUAINTANCE, CO-WORKER, FRIEND and FAMILY member dyads actually encompass a continuum which has been called a range of degrees of acquaintance. Neutral Polite terms and Kasar replacements for Neutral Polite terms (Fig. 2 , Typ. IV) seem to constitute a psychological sensor to
